Innocence on trial

New book casts shadows of doubt about the guilt of the man who was convicted of killing Sarah Cherry
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**TALK**

**A CONVERSATION WITH**

**JAMES BOND**

"I can talk to some of the patients all night long. I tend to be a blabbermouth."

---

No. An absence would work for the London Secret Service. But for our own James Bond, it's best to have a security guard at Mercy Hospital in Portland. With years of weightlifting and jujitsu training under his belt, no doubt Portland's Bond could take the English spy in an arm wrestling match any day of the week. Bond and his wife left the hotel in Miami in 1991 to raise their kids in the North Country.

**Were your parents OSS fans?**

Not really. I was named after my godfather. But people immediately ask me if I'm the real James Bond and I tell them the truth.

**Any particular stories about your name that stand out?**

Years ago, it was simple. I told a woman, 'My name is Bond. James Bond.' Nervous as she let me know quickly that came up in all. She thought I was a jerk. No one ever believes me anyway.

**Do you have a background in security?**

Here in Maine, I took the police academy's 24-hour course and the medicine that our job is to become a part-time reserve officer. I also did social service work for 12 years. The communication skills I learned in social services definitely comes in handy in Mercy.

**What's it like on the job here?**

Not since I've been here. I've been pushed, kicked, punched, spit on, yelled at and threatened. But it never personal. I kind of nod off my back. I wind up being best buddies with some of the most aggressive people that come in.

Is being physically fit a requirement of the job? No, but it comes in very handy to my ability to protect the patients, staff, the visitors and yourself. Since I've been here, I've had several physical confrontations but no one's ever been hurt.

**Do you think you have a heightened sense of awareness?**

Definitely. If you do this long enough, you take notice of who's coming and going, especially through the emergency room door. Some people will catch your eye.

**What kinds of things get picked up on your radar screen?**

Sometimes there's a certain look about someone. A behavior. Their posture. Or subtle demotes. Sometimes it's tone of voice or word choice.

**Do you like your work?**

Yes. I feel that I've accomplished a lot. If someone comes into Mercy in a very heightened emotional state and walks away from a conversation more at ease. When that happens, I know I really did what I needed to do.

Interview and photo by M. Grace Maselli

---

**WIN 0% Financing for 1 full year**

**ON YOUR TOTAL OUTSTANDING BALANCE!!!**

**USE THIS CARD**

Each time you use your Five County CU VISA between 10-1 thru 12-31 we'll enter you in a drawing to win 0% financing for one full year. More winners. Don't have your card? Why wait? Want it now? Just call us at 1-888-752-9290

**Computerworks**

**PC Virus Recovery**


---

**CHRONIC SINUSITS, BRONCHITIS OR EAR INFECTIONS?**

**IS ALLERGY THE CAUSE?**

Appointments available to treat Food-Mold-Dust & Pollen Allergy

David S. Hurst, MD, PHD

Certified in Both Aye and Ear, Nose & Throat Surgery

23 Spring St., Scarborough • 883-6664 Rt. 133, Falmouth • 773-2335

---

**NEW FALL MENU!**

Come experience Portland's east side neighborhood restaurant.

[Image of menu with various dishes and prices]
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Our landlord, under stress, in need of healing

"Spiritually and Healing" workshop

Friday, October 25th, 6:00 - 9:00pm
University of Southern Maine, Portland campus
284 Foyrer Smith Hall
On Thursday, from August 20th to September 3rd
The registration 775-3329

52541 Invitations are available and book

Reservation at First Church at Western Reserve

You may not think the stress of having a marriage, a home full of stress could be quickly healed. I don't think...

I asked reading famous and famous and say them began to become fashionable. This book showed me how to pray and get results. Howard say "something special."

- L. Drisko, foam and Eastern Manager

-

LEONARD

BASKIN

MONUMENTAL WOODCUTS 1952-1963

Through December 1, 2002

This exhibition has been sponsored by the First Church of the Brethren.

Portland Museum of Art

Series Congregations Square

775-4100

www.portlandmuseum.org

This ad drive has been sponsored by the First Church of the Brethren.

You may not think the stress of having a marriage, a home full of stress could be quickly healed. I don't think...
They're watching you
Increased pressure from Old Port merchants and cops aims to keep kids moving

THERESA FLANERY
Getting young people to stop hanging out in the Old Port is becoming more of a reality to the business owners.

Three kids were arrested last month after six police officers responded to sound of gunshots on Exchange Street.

"Some kids block the street, sometimes they block the sidewalk," said Sharon, who owns a local restaurant and asked to remain anonymous.

"I was surprised to see the kids," said Capt. Russell Gauvin, who works in the Old Port. "But I'm glad they're there."

The police department has a criminal trespass notice, a standard form letter that the department said it gives out to kids.

"They show up. I never got a notice," said Marcus, who was surprised.

He was warned by a police officer.

"We record their names, ask who they are," said Libby. "Some kids are warned."

"Don't want them hanging out," said Marcus. "It makes it a bit more of a danger."}

C. PATTERSON

"It was a surprise," said Libby. "But it's not too bad."

"They're not a problem," said Capt. Joseph Longhitano, who was in charge of the Old Port.

But some merchants say the kids are still a problem.

"They're a problem," said Capt. Longhitano. "They're causing disturbances."
Innocence on trial

New book casts shadows of doubt about the guilt of the man who was convicted of killing Sarah Cherry

By JIM HALL

Innocence on trial

New book casts shadows of doubt about the guilt of the man who was convicted of killing Sarah Cherry. The book, "Sarah's Case," by John Ackley, is a detailed account of the investigation and trial of Dennis Dechaine, who was convicted of murdering Sarah Cherry in 1992.

The book's release has sparked renewed interest in the case and has cast doubt on the conviction. In the book, Ackley presents evidence that suggests Dechaine was not the killer.

The book is published by Blackberry Books of Maine and is available in paperback for $14.95. The author, John Ackley, is a retired lawman who was involved in the investigation of the case.

"Sarah's Case" provides a comprehensive look at the case, including interviews with key players, eyewitness accounts, and new evidence that has come to light since the trial.

The book has been praised for its detailed and well-researched reporting, and has sparked interest among those who are interested in the case.

"Sarah's Case" is available in paperback for $14.95. It is a must-read for anyone interested in the case or in the study of criminal justice.
Not available.
Adams, one of the uneducated greats

Like George W. Bush arguing by analogy that Iraq is an imminent threat to U.S. security, Sharon Brown ("Pulling a Queen," 10.10.02) misses a few essential points in wrongly arguing that Herb Adams has failed to complete a University of Southern Maine degree.

The Portland press has been generally hostile to Adams. Herad Adams has been a popular and effective representative. Schmidt, Bernstein and hundreds more notables. Likewise, Herb. A friend's record of wide public service, dismissed his acknowledged that as a legislator, servant extraordinaire—but Herb Adams was one of the two best editors of my department.

Herb Adams is not obliged to correct press reports that Herb is a shoddy journalism that jumps to conclusions. With references to them. Herb is not obliged to correct claimed a demonstration, that Herb has falsified his academic loops in strongly inferring that Herb Adams has falsely

As Bush has no evidence of an imminent Iraq threat,

Neither does Bass clearly distinguish between press security, E.g. Chancellor Sharonwns late onset allergies and asthma in my late percent cured and running up to six miles a day. I had problems for two and a half years and now I am loops in strongly inferring that Herb Adams has falsely
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The dark side of Wilco
the band's drummer gabs some
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FRIDAY, OCTOBER 18
REID GENAUER, THE ASSEMBLY OF DUST, SPOOKIE DAILY PRIDE
"The band's latest album, ' hưởng,' is out on October 18. The album features a mix of acoustic and electronic elements, creating a unique sound that has been praised by critics.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 19
MAINE SPEAKOUT PROJECT ART AUCTION
The Maine Speakout Project is hosting an art auction to benefit their organization. The auction will feature a variety of artwork created by local artists, including paintings, prints, and sculptures. The event will be held at the Casco Bay Weekly offices, and there will be a live auction as well as a silent auction.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 20
PASSION MUSIC: SOUL MUSIC OF SOUTHERN EUROPE
New Englanders are known for their passion. For one reason, maybe, but largely unexplained: they play a mean set of the Maine SpeakOut Project auction, you will have one love reason to love the house. Rather than being the venue to catch Portland's finest. On select days in October, you can see opening night of set on your own wall. Oh, it's a treat. But you'll always have something to talk about with dinner guests if you thought a Cape Cod onion or George Duffett. Work in both artists will be included in the auction, along with pieces by Astra Katz, Marc Keller and other known artists.

QUICK PICKS
THURS • OCT 17
David Bowley, associate professor of religion and philosophy at Bates College, will give the talk, "Towards a Theory of Religion." Bowley's work focuses on the role of religion in shaping human behavior.

SAT • OCT 19
What's it take to succeed when you think it's impossible? "The Otho" deadline doesn't get the attention it deserves. Well, this problem has been solved. The Center for Holocaust and Genocide Studies, is hosting the third annual "Festival of Fear," a ten-day residence, at the Bates Medical School. At 7:30 p.m., the screening of "Festival of Fear" will be the Opening Ceremony at the Bates Medical School.

SUN • OCT 20
Perry's Farm, home to the annual "Fall for Perry" event, is offering a special deal on their farm tour and pick-your-own apples. For only $15, you can enjoy a relaxing day on the farm, pick your own apples, and take home a bag of fresh fruit.

FALL ART & WINE IN KENNEBUNKPORT
Join us for the annual Fall Art & Wine in Kennebunkport. This event features local artists showcasing their work, along with a variety of wines and other refreshments. The event is held at the Kennebunkport Regional Chamber of Commerce, and there will be a live auction to benefit the Chamber.

SOUND BITES
"The band's latest album, ' hưởng,' is out on October 18. The album features a mix of acoustic and electronic elements, creating a unique sound that has been praised by critics."

For more information, visit the Casco Bay Weekly website at www.cascobayweekly.com.

Imagine Drakesville...

...put on the map by Ray's Vast Basement

On Thursday, Oct. 17, the band Ray's Vast Basement will release their latest full-length album, "The Breakaway," at the Station Historic Stage. The band has been described as a mix of rock and roll, alternative and indie, with influences ranging from classic rock to modern punk.

To celebrate the release, Ray's Vast Basement will perform at the Station Historic Stage on Thursday, Oct. 17, with special guests including local bands J.S. Oyster and Jenny Woodman Band. The event will feature a variety of musical acts, with performances scheduled throughout the night.

For more information on Ray's Vast Basement and their upcoming album, "The Breakaway," visit the band's website or follow them on social media. Don't miss out on this exciting event that is sure to be a hit with music lovers of all ages!
The Now sound

If nothing else, Maiden-bred guitarist/vocalist Alden has control of his music. Not only does he wield the songs, he has the greatest role in the musical performances and co-produces the records. He has also been the head of his band, Now is Now, as a full-performance act. The approach, similar to that of front man Pete Yorn for New York band, Renata, does allow the creativity to come out on stage. Alden says he came to his approach after a frustrating musical career in central New York state in the 70s.

Alden is a headstrong approach, but on Now is Now's first album, "The Great 40 ft. Beam," the music rewarding. Though the rest of the man's projects tend to be laid-back, Alden is a headstrong one in the music. Alden says he came to his approach after a frustrating musical career in central New York state in the 70s.

"The Great 40 ft. Beam" is a headstrong approach, but on Now is Now's first album, "The Great 40 ft. Beam," the music rewarding. Though the rest of the man's projects tend to be laid-back, Alden is a headstrong one in the music. Alden says he came to his approach after a frustrating musical career in central New York state in the 70s.
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THU.

Theple interested in encouraged.

Maine Audubon Center, 1601 Falmouth Rd., W., Portland.

Ingraham, Lynn@ppnne.org or call Pat 207-774-2666 x0.

Guiding Eyes for the Blind are needed.

Call Center, 207-781-3200.

Conservation services, public relations, data entry and other office tasks.

Emily Baker at 774-2666 x37 or call 207-774-2666 x35.

New York Friends of the Maine Audubon, 100 Falmouth Rd., Litchfield.

The Happy Hoofers, and others. At Colby College, Waterville.


"Insomnia" I know this got a bad review in CINE, but it

won me over. At Pinello's, and shows that he has found his way out of the sornostic

trappings of method acting. The move gets the feeling while watching that, like a

lot of other Actors Studios alumnus, he is always looking at the roof. Pinello's

never really defined with go to much as it appears to have learned how to be

comfortable with his own natural talents.

"Insomnia" is a story of a detective who leaves the bag city to track down a killer in Alaska. Tragedy follows, and the hero has

to solve the mystery to discover his own selflessness. The title of the film

comes from the difficulty of solving the mystery. In the middle of this mystery of "Insomnia" partially

captures the detective's gravity progression from an outsider who is looking at

the law to understand the law to become a law. The middle of "Insomnia" perfectly

explores the hero's gravity progression from an outsider who is looking at

the law to understand the law to become a law.

"The Sopranos: The Third Season" The Sopranos is not worth watching on its own, it has never

recovered the edge and novelty of its opening season. The third season was particularly inconsistent, filled

with the kind of plot and set pieces that make a series like this more like a movie than the

scripturally constructed and slow motion turned out to be. But the Sopranos

is. In the third season the Sopranos was turned into more of a movie, a

good watch, but subject to the same kind of flak that other TV shows, like the new

adapations of Stephen King plots, that doesn't mean it isn't fun and worth

watching, only that the "Sopranos" is not the type of show that can

be enjoyed in the same way as other TV plots.

"The Tuxedo" (G) 1:30, 4:15, 7:00, 9:15, Sun., Oct.17.

The animated crudites come out for a new generation of the dysfunctional Jeffersons."

At Falmouth Cinemas 1-6.

Big Fat Greek Wedding (PG-13) 1:05, 4:30, 7:30, 10:00, Fri., Oct. 18.

"The Tuxedo" is a classic comedy about a man who

wants to become a tuxedo designer, and ends up being taken

over by a mob boss. The movie is about the clash of

two worlds, and the unlikely friendship that forms as

the hero tries to save his family from the mob.

The story is about a man who

wants to become a tuxedo designer, and ends up being taken

over by a mob boss. The movie is about the clash of

two worlds, and the unlikely friendship that forms as

the hero tries to save his family from the mob.

The story is about a man who

wants to become a tuxedo designer, and ends up being taken

over by a mob boss. The movie is about the clash of

two worlds, and the unlikely friendship that forms as

the hero tries to save his family from the mob.
Get your Passport to the Arts in Portland! Receive discounts to arts events, a $50 value—for only $5!

Discover the Arts and Culture of Portland!

Available at the following locations:
- Portland Museum of Art, 775-6148.
- Portland Stage Company, 774-0465.
- Maine Historical Society, 774-1822.
- Victoria Mansion, 772-4841.
- The Greater Portland Convention and Visitors Bureau, 772-5800.

www.portlandmuseum.org/goldenage.htm

CLUB DAY

20% Off Everything in the store and online

Fri., October 25
4pm to Closing
Sat., October 26
All Day

As a member of an outdoor organization, we know you love the outdoors as much as we do. Club Day is our way of saying thanks. Just provide proof of membership in an outdoor organization or this ad, and we'll take 20% off your entire purchase that day.

www.ems.com (888) 463-6367